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ABSTRACT 

 
In this study, in order to statistically discriminate earthquake-induced landslide occurrence 
from non-occurrence so as to evaluate the earthquake-induced landslide, we focused on the 
marginal differences of landslide topography, interpreted the occurred landslides and 
non-occurred within the pre-existing landslide topography by using aerial photographs taken 
before and after the Chuetu eathquake (M6.8) in 2004. The result of interpretation shows, 
gullies were moderately or well developed along the margin of landslide mass in the 
pre-existing landslide topography and the eroded length of the margin of pre-existing 
landslide mass exceeds about 40% of total marginal length. On the other hand, non-occurred 
landslide site were slightly or not so eroded along margin of landslide mass. The result may 
indicate that landslide topography with developed marginal erosion tend to be more 
susceptibility by earthquake motion compared to that slightly eroded one.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
To evaluate landslide occurrence triggered by huge earthquake, we investigate topography of 
erosion condition on the area of landslide topography, and it is clarified that marginal 
condition of landslide have relation with earthquake-induced landslide. 
 
Based on the analysis of relation between landslide occurrence with geomorphological and 
geological conditions of pre-existing landslide topography, we resulted some causative factors 
are possibly responsible for earthquake-induced landslide in the case of the Chuetsu 
earthquake in 2004 (Has et al., 2008). In these factors, since the geomorphological factors 
such as the lower part inclination, longitudinal convexity of landslide mass was measured on 
vertical cross section of the pre-existing landslide slope, we try to derive a factor which can 
indicate plane condition of landslide topography. In this study, in order to statistically 
discriminate earthquake-induced landslide occurrence from non-occurrence so as to evaluate 
the earthquake-induced landslide, we focused on the marginal differences of landslide 
topography, interpreted the occurred landslides and non-occurred within the pre-existing 
landslide topography by using aerial photographs. 
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SUTUDY ARIA 
 

The study area located in is central Niigata Prefecture, Japan ,included the focal area of the 
Chuetsu earthquake(Fig.1

 

) . The study site belongs to Uonuma hills that are ranging mostly 
300-700m above sea level. Uonuma hills are well eroded by river erosion and therefore has 
steep slopes. Bedrock of the landslide site consists of Neogene mudstone, sandstone, and 
interbedded layers of them.Landslide material mainly 
consists of Neogene weathered mudstone, sandstone, 
and debiris.  Gradient of a landslide surface are 
mainly 20-30 degrees in general; the toe of landslide 
has 40-45 degrees and reaches the main trunk.Land 
use of this area is mainly paddy field and Japanese 
carps feeding ponds. 

 
METHOD 
 
About landslides are induced by the Chuetu 
earthquake in 2004, we interpreted the pre-existed 
landslide topography by using aerial photographs (ca.1:25,000,taken in 1991,1994, by 
Geographical Survey of Japan). Here, we interpreted the pre-existed landslide topography that 

recognized with “fresh, undissected or partially dissected 
main scarp”, and “outline of slide body with main scarp 
are clearly defined or discernable by the criteria for 
interpretation of landslide topography by Oyagi (2007). 
We re-interpreted 542 of 1,050pre-existing landslide 
topographies which recognized by pervious study (Has et 
al., 2008), and 91 landslides are corresponding with 
above criteria. 30 of 91 landslides are reactivated,61 are 
non reactivated by the Chuetu earthquake. The result of 
interpretation shows, in those re-activated landslide 
sites,gullies were moderately or well developed along the 
marginal part of landslide mass in the pre-existing 
landslide topography. On the other hand, non-occurred 
landslide site were slightly or not so eroded along 
marginal part of landslide mass. The result may indicate 
that landslide topography with developed marginal 
erosion tend to be more susceptibility by earthquake 
motion compared to that slightly eroded one. In order to 
express this characterisitic quantitatively, we propose the 
index as in 

 
Eq. (1) 
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where RELM is called the ratio of total length of eroded marginal landslide mass,ℓ is eroded 
length of the landslide marginal part,and L is length of the landeslide marginal part. Fig.2
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showing as this explanatory diagram. Intepreted gullies are traced on pre-the Chuetu 
earthquake maps(S=1:5,000,contour interval 5m). L and ℓ is measured by scale ruler on the 
maps .Gullies which dissected marginal part of mass have clearly topographic 
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Fig. 2 Explanatory diagram L(broken 
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disconformity(knick point).Artificial cuttings of landslide margin are also including ℓ. We 
culucurate each RELM which landeslide are occurred,not occurred by the Chuetu earthquake. 
 
 
RESULT 
 
Exsample of measurement 
 
By measuring of ℓ, L, we obtain 91 RELM. Fig.3a and 3b

 

 shows examples of RELM about 
Higasi-takezawa,and Amayachi landslide,respectively.  

Fig. 3a  Higashi-takesawa landslide.                     Fig. 3b  Amayachi landslide(A) 
Doted and bold gray shwowing non-erodeded magin and erodeded .Arrows are showing direciton of movement. 
Map shows topography of pre- Chuetu earthquake Counter interval:10m 
 
landslide site.Erosion of main trunk and gully erosion are well extended toe and side of the 
landslide mass,and topographic disconformity is clearly identified .RELM are exceeded ca.90 
and 50%,and  the two landslides are 
reactivated by the Chuetu earthquake. On 
the other hand, Toe of B landslide (Fig.3b) 
are eroded by main trunk .RELM of B 
landslide is ca.20% (B in Fig.3b

 

),and this 
is not reactivated by Chuetu earthquake. 

Frequency Distribution of RELM 
 
Frequency distribution of 91 landslide 
RELM are showing in Fig.4
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. The highest 
frequency of RELM is range in 0-10% in 
not occurred landslide,while the highest 
frequency of occuerred landslide is 
rangein50-60%. Not-occurred freqency in 
the ranging of 50-100% is no number. Distribution of RELM are discriminated into occurrerd 
and not one. When RELM are exceeding ca.40%, landslide tends to be occurred .Therefore the 
RELM  could be one of the useful topographic indexes responsible for discrimination of 
earthquake induced landslide.  
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Fig. 4 Frequency distribution of RELM 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Based on the above analysis, we reveal topographic index called RELM,responsibile for 
discrimination of earthquake induced landslide. This study is concluded as bellow. 
 
1) Gullies were moderately or well developed along the margin of landslide mass in the 
pre-existing landslide topography. On the other hand, non-occurred landslide site were 
slightly or not so eroded along margin of landslide. 
 
2) Distribution of RELM in occurred landslide differ from not occurred one. 
 
3) When RELM is exceeding ca.40%,landslide tend to be occurred by earthquake. 
 
4) The result may indicate that landslide topography with developed marginal erosion tend to 
be more susceptibility by earthquake motion compared to that slightly eroded one. 
 
5) This method is available for fresh or clearly identified landslide topography. 
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